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Rize ETF chooses Foxberry as
index provider for range of new
thematic ETFs
Press release
London, 17 February 2020: Rize ETF (“Rize”), Europe’s first specialist
thematic ETF issuer, has chosen the London based index provider Foxberry
Ltd (“Foxberry”) as its index provider for its new suite of thematic ETFs.
Rize today lists its Rize Cybersecurity and Data Privacy UCITS ETF
(ticker: CYBR) and Rize Medical Cannabis and Life Sciences UCITS ETF
(ticker: FLWR) on the London Stock Exchange, both of which track purposebuilt indices from Foxberry.
“There is a growing belief among investors that the traditional asset
management sector is out of touch and behind the curve”, commented
Rahul Bhushan, Co-Founder of Rize ETF. “We want to democratize access to emerging and disruptive themes, giving modern-day investors early
exposure to global developments that are relatable and meaningful to them.”
Jason Kennard, Co-Founder of Rize ETF added: “We have chosen
Foxberry to help us develop new and ground-breaking indices. Not only
do they have an exceptionally advanced indexing platform, but they have
positioned themselves as a great partner as we think about the next wave
of thematics.”
Henrik Brunlid, CEO of Foxberry commented: “Thematic investing is
continuing to grow, and these are investment themes which require purposebuilt investment strategies that can stand the test of time. We are excited
to be working with Rize ETF to enable their new thematic offerings.”

Note to editors
About Foxberry
Foxberry is a London based provider of investable indices, offering structuring, analysis and advanced technological capabilities as an independent
partner. Foxberry is authorised and regulated by the FCA and registered
under the EU benchmark regulation. More information about Foxberry is
available on: https://www.foxberry.com. For press enquiries, please contact
press@foxberry.com.
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About Rize ETF
Rize ETF is Europe’s first thematic specialist ETF issuer. Founded in
2019, Rize (with its product line) is committed to challenging orthodoxy
and providing investors with seamless access to the most ground-breaking
megatrends shaping our planet. Rize aims to achieve a balance between
long-term returns and an investment in sustainable themes. Rize covers
the entire life-cycle of an ETF, starting with product strategy, index design,
ETF structuring, portfolio management and distribution.

Disclaimer
Nothing contained in this document constitutes investment, legal, tax or
other advice nor is to be relied on in making an investment or other decision.
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